
QUANTITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS all PG students  

Faciliator: Ms Aasiyah Chafekar 

Workshop Purpose:  

Previous workshop introduced students to data collection and management. Data collection 

and analysis forms an integral part of research, the aim of this workshop is to introduce students 

to the key principles of data analysis. The focus was on how we present and analyse data for 

our thesis and articles.  

Content:  

 Procedures for Quantitative Analysis 

 Testing for normality 

 Outliers 

 Hypothesis testing 

 Comparison 

 Correlation 

 Regression 

 Analysing differences between groups 

 Examples in Excel/SPSS/GraphPad 

 

Workshop Outcomes & Benefits:  

 Familiarity with tools and methods of analysis necessary to understand and interpret 

the results of reported analyses and research 

 Foundational quantitative training enhances ability to grasp various new concepts one 

might encounter at a later stage on how to best analyse a dataset. 

 

Duration: 2 hours (13:00 – 15:00) 

Date: 07 June 2022 

Platform: Zoom 

 

 

 



THEMATIC ANALYIS: A STEP-BY-STEP DEMONSTRATION for all PG students  

Moderator:  Dr Rozenda Hendrickse Presenter:  FRIDAY ALAJI (PhD Candidate) 

 

Workshop Purpose:  

Data analysis is central to credible qualitative research. Indeed, the qualitative researcher is 

often described as the research instrument insofar as his or her ability to understand, describe 

and interpret experiences and perceptions is key to uncovering meaning in particular 

circumstances and contexts. Often novice, and even more experienced researchers, grapple 

with the ‘how’ of qualitative analysis. Braun and Clarke’s (2006) framework is drawn upon 

and is applied in a systematic manner to describe and explain the process of analysis within the 

social sciences context, by a PhD candidate, who utilised THEMATIC ANALYSIS, in their 

own research endeavour.   

Workshop Content:  

The goal of a thematic analysis is to identify themes, i.e. patterns in the data that are important 

or interesting, and use these themes to address the research or say something about an issue. 

This is much more than simply summarising the data; a good thematic analysis interprets and 

makes sense of it. Therefore, the core focus of the workshop is to PRACTICALLY demonstrate 

how to undertake thematic analysis.  

Workshop Outcomes & Benefits:  

At the end of the workshop, participants will be familiar with Braun & Clarke’s (2006) six-

phase guide which is a very useful framework for conducting thematic analysis: 

Step 1: Become familiar with the data,  

Step 2: Generate initial codes,  

Step 3: Search for themes,  

Step 4: Review themes,  

Step 5: Define themes,  

Step 6: Write-up.  

Duration:  2 hours (10:00 – 12:00) 

Date:  Monday, 13 June 2022 

Platform:   Zoom 

 


